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London — Singapore-based TEASPEC on Tuesday was unveiled as part of Mandrake Hotel 
London’s inaugural Shamanic Tea Experience (STE). The event, which was hosted at 
Mandrake Hotel’s acclaimed YOPO restaurant, captures the imagination by displaying the most 
exotic teas from all over the world. On display were TEASPEC’s exquisite 15 year old Pu’er 
collection and the highly versatile LazyGo Travel Tumbler, exemplifying the contrast between 
the traditional and the modern in the world of tea. The STE menu was curated by Executive 
Chef George Scott-Toft and showed off herbal and botanical teas drenched in thousands of 
years of history.  
 
“The demand for healthy, natural beverages and coffee substitutes has increased over time. 
Consumers today don’t just want healthy tea. They also want to be mindful of the environment 
and their carbon footprint,” said TEASPEC founder and Pu’er tea collector Carole Tan. “A BBC 
article last year said Canadian researchers at McGill University had found that tea bags used by 
various premium brands had been leaking high levels of microplastics into water. A single tea 
bag releases billions of particles into the hot water. Plastics are harmful to the human body and 
take decades to decompose. All TEASPEC tea bags are made of biodegradable corn fiber from 
Japan and contain no plastic.” 
 
Offering dozens of colourful and innovative designs, TEASPEC products are sold all over 
Eurasia. “We are so excited to be at Mandrake Hotel London and we can’t wait to share as 
much as we can with our supporters and their communities,” Carole said. “Pu’er tea has a two 
millenia record of serving those that demand only the best such as the Emperor himself. It 
literally has a taste fit for a King!” 
 
About TEASPEC: 
 
TEASPEC was founded in 2015 by tea connoisseurs and seasoned collectors. TEASPEC is 
carried by some of the best known brands in retail and hospitality such as Harrods London, One 
and Only Resorts and Singapore Airlines’ Krisshop. Armed with a desire to make tea the gift of 
choice for all seasons, TEASPEC has a focus on the premium and corporate gifting markets. A 
gift of tea is a gift of health and TEASPEC wants to spread this idea far and wide. What started 
as a passion project has become a fully-fledged enterprise that aspires to raise awareness of 
Pu’er tea to ever newer markets.  
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For more information, please contact Stacy Haw at +65 6871 8970 or email info@teaspec.com. 
Alternatively, visit the TEASPEC website at https://teaspec.com/. 
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